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This week fishing has been great again with a lot of anglers bagging up, this
is because of the colder conditions we have been having we have had the first
hard frost of the year on the weekend which is great for fishing as the water
temperature is really cold at the moment, because it has been so cold most
anglers have been catching fish using either intermediate line or sinking line
to reach the fish as they are down deep but when the sun gets on the water
and the water warms up a degree or two floating line has picked up some nice
fish. Dave Blake caught a cracking brown which weighed approximately 7-
8lb in weight he caught it on a brown snake it took him around 10 minutes to
get in but the brown was safely returned back into the lake, Mike James who
fishes catch and release caught a cracking rainbow which weighed
approximately 9- 10lb in weight he caught it on a greyling bug the rainbow
was safely returned and  Graham Davies who fishes catch and release caught
cracking rainbow which weighed approximately 10lb in weight he caught it
on a cats whisker the rainbow was safely returned. There have also been a lot
of blues being caught lately which are superb quality fish the anglers are
reporting back how hard the blues are fighting and how nice the blues are,
there have also been a few anglers that have been snapped of by big fish or
have lost a nice fish at the net. Best flies have been cats whiskers, red spider,
blue flash damsel, black buzzer, white buzzer,  black snake, brown snake,
shammy leathers, hothead damsels and also lime green buzzers.

The lake will be closed this Sunday the 26th of January
2020 for our first Winter League Competition sorry for any
inconvenience this may cause but we are open on Saturday
the 25th of January as normal.



FLY:

Rob Morgan    3 fish  9lb 3oz  caught on black buzzer.

Howard Evans  4 fish  12lb 7oz  caught on a hothead
                 damsel.

Bryn Morris   3 fish  14lb 9oz  caught on a green fritz.

And some other recent ones (last week)

FLY

Harry Williams  4 fish  12lb 8oz   caught on a squirmy
                  wormy.

Will Evans   3 fish  12lb 2oz  caught on a green buzzer.

Lewis Powell  3 fish   13lb 10oz  caught on a black snake.

And some more

FLY:

Gary Morgan  3 fish  9lb 8oz    caught on a cats whisker.

Tim Roberts  4 fish  12lb 10oz  caught on a black fritz.

Evan Powells  3 fish  12lb 1oz  caught on a red squirmy
                 wormy.



Bill caught
this superb
3lb blue on
a daddy

Paul Cook
caught this
superb 6lb 5oz
blue on a damsel

Bernard Thomas
caught this
superb 6lb 4oz
on a  squirmy
worm


